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Description

1

This machine is perfect for any company that needs to ensure the coordinated sourcing, storage,speedy and accurate picking of small
parts. It could be said that this machine is the ultimate pick and place system, that waves goodbye to traditional storage racking thereby
freeing up much needed spa ...[more]

2

This lot is for a very little used (vendor comment) hot compression press by the highly respected OEMs JRD Bipel Ltd. A Used Bipel
downstroking press in this condition is very hard to come by. The machine Serial N - A310994 YOM - 2015 Used for a research and
development project that was ...[more]

3

This lot is for the sale of an UNUSED (vendor comment) Hot Forming Press OEM - Italpresse SpA. Type - XL6-S Serial Number 177931111 YOM - 2011 Supply - 415V / 50Hz. Our client advises that the item was purchased NEW, but due to a change in demand
from the their customer the pres ...[more]

4

This lot is for a very little used (vendor comment) Hydraulic Guillotine by Baileigh. The full technical details and specification are given
on the montage of images. The item can be demonstrated under power and interested parties are encouraged to bring a part to trial on
the viewing day whi ...[more]

6

This lot is for a really well built and very little usedBaileigh Horizontal Hydraulic Press Brake - Type HPB-78NC The machine's technical
specifications are given in the montage of images and process control is by way of an intuitive touch-pad HMI. The machine can be
demonstrated under power ...[more]

7

This lot is for a completely unused (vendor comment) T Nixon Gas Fired De-Waxing, Sintering Chamber complete with all
interconnecting gas and air pipework, after-burner and control panel. Purchased brand new in 2012 this sintering chamber has never
been commissioned and due to a change in managem ...[more]

8

This lot is for a used A W Bell MPS40 Manual Power Saw Complete With a PCS 20 Clamping Attachment,used in the sectioning of
investment casting pour cups or equally adept to the sectioning of runners and risers in more traditional foundry related environments, or
for general manaul sawing of billets ...[more]

9

This lot is for a usedOmega Foundry Machinery Gassing Cabinet cw Gassing Plate,Secondary Heater & Gas Generator suitable for the
Methyl Formate Gas Hardened Process. This equipment was supplied to our client as factory reconditioned in 2010 directly to them by
Omega Foundry Equipment. Th ...[more]

10

This lot is for a used Sweco Separator. Model - US605888+C Serial No - 52852401. Stainless Construction. Complete with band
clamps,sieves and lid. Dimensions - 1450mm Dia of Bowl x 410mm Height of Bowl x 1450mm Overall Height Plinth Mounted. All parts
will be removed from the separato ...[more]

11

This lot is for the sale of a used Rotex Screener used for the grading of sand in a foundry environment,but equally suited to a number of
differing material grading classification processes This second hand screener by Rotex is still supported by the OEM (having recently
spoken to them in Septemb ...[more]

12

This lot is for a used cylindrical grinding machine from the OEM, Ever Normal Machinery. The item has only been used in a low volume
machining capacity at a internationally renowned machine shop that supports its foundry machining activities IMPORTANT UPDATE: 30
October 2018 - Please note tha ...[more]

13

This lot is for a sparingly used (vendor comment) Branson Ultrasonics vapour degreasing machine that has been used for vapour
degreasing of small parts by our cleint and is operational at point of sale. The control interface jogs through the program on start up and
toggles through the program se ...[more]

14

This lot is for a sparingly used (vendor comment) Guyson Marr Orbit 800 Parts Washing Machine. The item was used to degrease parts
prior to secondary processes and has not been used 'in anger' or to anywhere near its capacity,as can witnessed on a personal
inspection Basket Dia (nominal) - 82 ...[more]

15

This lot is for a complete turn-key CMC Eurotecno Spray Bake Booth cw Gas Burner Supply and all interconnecting LEV and
ducting,that thas been serving a low volume tier 1 Aerospace parts supplier who have carried out a range of wet metal finishing
processes. Only due to the reorganisation and ces ...[more]

16

This lot is for a complete turn-key CMC Eurotecno Spray Bake Booth cw Gas Burner Supply and all interconnecting LEV and
ducting,that thas been serving a low volume tier 1 Aerospace parts supplier who have carried out a range of wet metal finishing
processes. Only due to the reorganisation and ces ...[more]

17

Used Vangroenweghe T-300K Sheet Metal Linishing Unit & Dust Extraction System. Second hand linishing equipment that was
operational at point of disconnection. Available due to client requiring increased width of the linishing belt. Machine No - 0362704 YOM 2007 Supply Requirements : ...[more]

18

This lot is for a used Bendpak Above Ground Lift. Model No - XPR-9T Lifting Capacity - 9000lbs/4082Kg Serial No - 5000011720-004
Date of Manufacture - 12.01.13 Power Unit Number - S203T-5320 Supply - 415V / 3ph / 50Hz Cable Dia - 10mm Conn Dia - 18mm
Client advises that the item i ...[more]

19

This lot is for a used Faro Portable Measurement Arm complete with rugged portable storage case. This second hand Faro
measurement arm has the following details : Model - G08 Rev - 4.2 Serial Number - G08020002063 Certified 2 Sigma Single Point 0.051mm This item powered up on inspecti ...[more]

20

This lot is for a used Faro Portable Measurement Arm complete with rugged portable storage case. This second hand Faro
measurement arm has the following details : Model - G08 Rev - 4.2 Serial Number - G08020002073 Note - The serial number was taken
from the power pack and calibration reco ...[more]

21

Caterpillar GEP16SP6 Olympian Diesel Generator Set 16.5 kVA / 15.0 kVA (Standby / Prime) @ 50 Hz Single Phase 19.4 kVA / 17.6
kVA (Standby / Prime) @ 60 Hz Single Phase EU Stage III A Emission Simple Type: Diesel Generator This lot is for a used Caterpillar
Olympian Generator Set that o ...[more]

